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Local Area/Contact V P I 
Atlantic 
Fran Kuhn X 
John Fata (ALT/F. Kuhn) 
Bergen 
Tammy Molinelli 
Carol Polack (ALT) 
Lynda Wolf X 
Robert Espinosa 
Burlington 
Barbara Weir X 
Kelly West X 
Camden 
Frank Cirii X 
Nidia Sinclair (ALT) 
Jeff Swartz X 
Leslie Williams X 
Cumberland/Salem/Cape 
May 
Terri Bryan X 
Jamie Gomez (ALT/A. Spinelli) 
Tom Halligan (ALT/T. Bryan) 
Kathy Lockbaum 
Allison Spinelli X 
Amy Ronketty (ALT) 
Essex 
Jobi Odeneye (ALT) X 
Janine Schaeffer (ALT) 
Josette VanDyke (ALT) 
Howard Weiss X 
Gloucester 
Tom Bianca 
Eileen Gallo (ALT) X 
Michelle Shirey 
Greater Raritan 
Jeanne Cassano (ALT/P. Grzella) 
Paul Grzella X 
Monica Mulligan X 
Christopher Peake X 
Hudson County 
Leidy Ramirez X 
Michelle DeFilippo 
Deanine Muniz (ALT) X 
Keri Sullivan X 

Mercer County 
Virgen Velez 
Middlesex County 
Hilda Alonso 
Claudia Dorsch (ALT) 
Kevin Kurdziel X 
Monmouth County 
Lawrence Sternbach 
Yolanda Taylor 
Morris/Sussex/Warren 
Jane Armstrong 
Victoria Bollhardt X 
Diane Jainarine (ALT) 
Karen Lauridsen 
Kelly O’Neill McGuire (ALT) X 
Beth Rodgers (ALT) 
Newark 
Eva Anochi (ALT) X 
Karen Gaylord X 
Orlando Mingo (ALT) 
Catresa McGhee 
Ocean 
Candy Fortier 
Patricia Leahey 
Kim Liguori (ALT/P. Leahey) X 
Cheryl Meyer 
Passaic County 
Davidene Alpart X 
Duwan Bogert X 
Sofia Comas-Phillips (ALT/L. Murphy) 
Lauren Murphy 
Velanae Rojas (ALT/D.Alpart) 
Union 
Perle Almeida 
Debbie-Ann Anderson 
Robert Croom (ALT/D.Anderson) 
Antonio Rivera 
GSETA Staff 
Samantha Pfeiffer, Exec Dir X 
Guests 

P = Attended by phone; V = Attended virtually, I= Attended in 
person; Blank=Not present

GSETA Meeting Minutes 
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Welcome and Introductions 
Kevin Kurdziel called the meeting to order at 10:04AM and welcomed membership to the November membership meeting. 

Attendance was taken via the chat feature of Zoom by Monica Mulligan. Kevin Kurdziel indicated that Larry Sternbach was 
on vacation and Jane Armstrong had a board meeting that conflicted with today’s meeting.  

Correspondence 
Monica Mulligan reported that Pat Leahey indicated she had a conflicting event today. Monica also read a note from 
Larry Sternbach thanking GSETA for its donation to the Pap Corps in memory of his father.  

Approval of the September 2022 Minutes 
The minutes of the September 2022 GSETA meeting were presented by Monica Mulligan. 

Terri Bryan asked that the September minutes be updated to reflect the following: Futureworks will be doing regional 
training. NJDOL had to suspend training due to COVID.  

Terri Bryan made a motion approve the September minutes with the above revision. Davidene Alpart seconded the motion. 
There were no objections. The motion was approved.  

Treasurer’s Report 
Leslie Williams reported that the October bank reconciliation had been sent to the Executive Committee and the October 
general finance report sent to membership for review. Leslie mentioned the A/R Aging report which lists all outstanding 
invoices as of 10/31/22. The A/R detail shows the outstanding payments that are due. Leslie asked that when payment is 
made that the invoice number be added to the check. If there are any questions about what is still outstanding from your 
local area, please reach out to Leslie Williams at leslie@ccwib.com .  

Allison Spinelli asked about two of the entries on the report. Leslie Wiliams indicated that there Lincoln tech paid a $5,000.00 
sponsorship fee and a $5,000.00 deposit was made to the Hard Rock Café for the 2023 GSETA conference.  

Fran Kuhn made a motion to approve the Treasurer’s. Eileen Gallo seconded the motion. There were no objections. The 
motion was approved.  

President’s Report 
Kevin Kurdziel opened the meeting by recognizing Veteran’s Day and thanking all those who served. 

Kevin gave his appreciation gratitude to the 2022 GSETA Conference Committee for all the work that went into making a 
successful conference this year. He also thanked membership for attending and for having representation from their local 
areas attend. He felt this was a great way to bring people together. He indicated that was a wonderful conference and all 
the feedback has been stellar. There were a few people who inquired about the lack of Motown music played during 
conference breaks. Kevin explained that Michigan Digital did not have the permission to play this music but will work on 
making their own playlists going forward. Kevin stated that the conference was a great way to promote GSETA and the 
GSETA Institute. He thanked Pat Leahey for reimagining the GSETA Institute and bringing it back to life. He also thanked Pat 
Fenn for her assistance. Kevin indicated that Paul Grzella had written a press release that highlighted the conference and 
promotes all the positive work that GSETA is doing. Paul indicated that the press release would be sent out in short order.  

Kevin Kurdziel updated membership that the 2018, 2019 and 2020 tax returns for GSETA had now been filed. 2021 is in 
process. There was a delay due to the theft of funds by the previous GSETA Treasurer. Kevin reported that thankfully there 
are no fiscal penalties that GSETA has pay, as the previous treasurer was the sole actor in the theft of funds. Kevin thanked 
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Allison Spinelli for her support of the organization and her professional handling of this matter for GSETA during her tenure. 
Kevin indicated that GSETA has put protocols in place that will prevent something like this from happening in the future. 
Leslie Williams completed a forensic accounting and has put system in place for transparency with the finances.  
 
Kevin reported that the fiscal position of GSETA is strong with significant revenue from the 2022 conference. He indicated 
that the success of the conference shows that the organization is ready to take next year’s conference to the next level by 
targeting national workforce professionals to attend.  
 
Local Governance Technical Assistance 
Kevin Kurdziel reported that EDSI through successful response to GSETA’s RFP will be receiving the contract to conduct the 
Local Governance training. There will be both live and recorded sessions as well as individual technical assistance for local 
areas. Keving indicated that each local area will be paying a share of the training costs through the GSETA Institute.  
 
Kevin, Samantha Pfeiffer and EDSI have been meeting to frame the curriculum so the training can get started. 
 
EDSI will be conducting a final session on transitional jobs next week in to conclude its Work Based Learning training series.  
 
Kevin indicated that NJDOL will be sending a letter out to each local area that indicated what they are to pay for the local 
governance training. The 1% of funds from NJDOL for staff training can be utilized to pay for this training. Invoices have 
been sent out from the GSETA Institute from Samantha Pfeiffer based on the allocations indicated by NJDOL. NJDOL did not 
send out those letters yet, as they were waiting for the contract with EDSI to be finalized.  
 
There was concern expressed by membership that the invoices they received from GSETA for the Local Governance training 
lacked enough information for them to process payment.  
 
Kelly West inquired about required payment from each area for this training. She does not recall NJDOL indicating that the 
1% needed to be spent in a particular way. She indicated that she did not find the EDSI work based learning training helpful 
and is wondering why she would need to pay for another training from this vendor. There are other trainings throughout 
the program year that she has wanted to send staff to with these funds, including a national conference.  
 
Allison Spinelli indicated that it needed to be found out if NJDOL is going to mandate this training.  
 
Howard Weiss asked about the cost of the training and was told by Kevin Kurdziel that it was $100,000.00.  
 
Kelly West indicated that this training is not slated to begin until January and that this timeline is not helpful for getting 
procurement completed by the end of the program year.  
 
Samantha indicated that she will be meeting with EDSI on 11/10/22 to discuss the scope of work and will see if they can 
begin in December instead of January is that is what membership would like to see happen.  
 
Jeff Swartz indicated that it may be challenging to have this training start before the end of the year. He was also concerned 
about the purchasing threshold of payment for local areas to the GSETA Institute for this year. He stated that while NJDOL 
has spoken extensively about the procurement itself, his biggest concern is the bifurcation between the WDBs and One 
Stops. He indicated that the scope of work should include a clear picture of the roles and responsibilities of each entity 
under this new policy.   
 
Kelly West raised concerns again about EDSI conducting the training.  She indicated that as part of Work Based Learning, 
they were to provide sample contracts, templates and copies of the PowerPoints that were presented and none of that was 
provided.  
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Howard Weiss expressed concern about how WFNJ and WIOA can be separated, as the programs were mandated to be 
integrated by NJDOL. This new procurement is now making these services be separated which is not realistic under the 
model provided for integration NJDOL had mandated.  
 
Karen Gaylord asked if NJDOL is mandating that the 1% be used to pay for this training. She asked if NJDOL is not mandating 
the training, why is the training being done?  
 
Kevin indicated that NJDOL has strict procurement, so GSETA Institute was being utilized as a pass through for this training. 
He indicated that it seems as if this has become very complicated and NJDOL will be asked if this is mandatory training. 
Going back to discussion about Work Based Learning. Kevin noted that while transitional jobs were briefly covered in the 
original Work Based Training modules, there was no in-depth training. There were funds left on the Work Based Learning 
training contract, so this training is being offered at no additional cost.  
 
Kelly West asked what modules of training were being offered for the local governance policy.  She indicated that she never 
saw the RFP and never saw a listing of the modules. She reiterated that she is not a fan of EDSI – there was no follow up 
from them as promised.  
 
Kevin Kurdziel indicated that if the RFP was not sent out to general membership, that was an error and he takes 
responsibility for that.  
 
Paul Grzella indicated that those in operations should not be giving and opinion or feedback on this training since it involves 
procurement of the One Stops.  
 
Chris Peake pointed out that GSETA represents both he WDBs and the One Stops and feels that the organization should be 
advocating for all its members as they go through the local governance process.  
 
Monica Mulligan asked if NJDOL was contributing to paying for the training on the policy that it created. Kevin Kurdziel 
indicated that they had not indicated that they were going to be contributing. Monica also asked if program dollars were 
being used to pay for training that supports the procurement of program services. Kevin indicated that it depends on how 
the 1% training dollars were allocated in each local area.  
 
Karen Gaylord indicated that the contract with EDSI should not be signed until the target audience is identified. She 
indicated that GSETA needs to be sure it is doing the process the correct way.    
 
Annual Conference Re-Cap/ GSETA Institute   
Allison Spinelli and Samantha Pfeiffer indicated that the conference was a success. There was approximately $100,000.00 
in profit for GSETA.  
 
Samantha Pfeiffer clarified that the Mike Fazio trainings are not free – there is a cost for this series.  
 
Fran Kuhn encouraged membership to look at the trainings being offered through the GSETA Institute. The catalogue is 
posted on the GSETA website and was done professionally by Victoria. He indicated that the press release Paul Grzella 
completed mentioned the workshops series in the hopes that other organizations outside of workforce development will 
be interested in attending.  
 
Samantha Pfeiffer indicated that the price for the GSETA Institute workshops is grouped by presenter:  5 workshops from 
Sanders-Park, 5 workshops from Saunders and 4 workshops from Maher. There is one cost is you register for all 14 
workshops.  
Kevin Kurdziel indicated that the training by Mike Fazio includes a revenue stream that will come back to GSETA.   
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Regional/Local Plans 
Kevin Kurdziel indicated that regional areas have begun work on their plans. NJP is using a consultant for the northern region 
while the central region is working on it themselves. He reminded Membership that NJDOL has indicated the deadline is the 
end of March. He let Membership know that Gary Altman sent out an email about LMI from the SETC for regional plans.  
 
Financial Secretary Position  
Kevin Kurdziel put forth the suggestion that GSETA change its by-laws to include a Financial Secretary position. He indicated 
that the GSETA Treasurer is the most intense position. This officer of would work with the Treasurer to cover many of the 
clerical duties of this position. It also provides a check and balance for the finances. A job description would have to be 
developed and presented to membership.  
 
Davidene Alpart asked if this would be a paid position. Kevin Kurdziel indicated that this was discussed at the Executive 
Committee and the hope is to have a volunteer from the Membership for this position. Many other organizations have both 
a Treasurer and a Financial Secretary.  
 
Holiday Brunch 
Kevin Kurdziel indicated that this year GSETA has funds to host a holiday brunch, as the funds set aside for lunch at in-person 
meetings was not utilized. This brunch is for members and alternates.  
 
Samantha Pfeiffer reported that a holiday brunch will be hosted by GSETA at Brio in Freehold from 11AM – 2PM on 
December 14, 2022. There will be a pasta, fish, and a chicken option. Samantha asked that membership respond by 
November 30th. She needs each members polo shirt size, as a shirt will be given to each member. There was a formal 
invitation sent out via email.  
 
Committee Updates 
Monitoring: No report. Next meeting is scheduled for 11/18/22 at 10:00AM.  

MIS Committee: Terri Bryan reported that Kevin Kurdziel, Karen Gaylord and Allison Spinelli have offered space in their 
region to Futureworks for its in-person training. The committee meets the last Wednesday of each month. The next 
meeting is November 30, 2022, at 10:00AM and will be for both November and December.  

Operations Committee: Fran Kuhn reported that there was discussion about the problems surrounding PSI as the new 
vendor for the Hi-Set. NJDOE indicated that if PSI cannot fix their problems, they were going to be recommending the GED 
for testing. Fran also reported that Sarah Singer-Quast spoke about the follow-up training on transitional jobs. He indicated 
that there is nothing new to report on WFNJ. Next meeting is scheduled for December 5, 2022 at 10AM.  
 
Youth Committee: Kim Liguori indicated that the committee meets quarterly and has updated its meeting dates. Next 
meeting is scheduled for 12/7/22 at 10AM. Davidene Alpart asked if GSETA would consider combining Youth and 
Operations, since many of the members sit on both. Youth programming is a part of operations, and the committee were 
combined at one point.  
 
Fiscal Committee: No report. Next meeting is scheduled for 11/28/22 at 10AM.  
Open Discussion 
Kevin Kurdziel thanked all Veterans again, especially those who are also GSETA members.  
 
Adjournment: Terri Bryan made the motion to adjourn the meeting.   Howard Weiss seconded it. There were no objections 
or abstentions. The motion was approved. The meeting was adjourned at 11:46AM. The next GSETA Membership meeting 
is scheduled for February 8, 2023 at 10:00AM. 
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